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résumé : StratégieS BioinforMatiqueS Pour Prédire la fonction 
deS gèneS non-annotéS du génoMe de Plasmodium falciParum 

La lutte contre Plasmodium falciparum, l’espèce responsable de 
90 % des formes mortelles du paludisme chez l’Homme, a pris une 
nouvelle direction avec la publication de son génome en 2002. 
Cependant, les espoirs de faire émerger de nouveaux « candidats 
de vaccins » ou des « cibles de nouveaux médicaments » ont été 
déçus par le faible nombre de gènes qui ont pu être annotés sur le 
plan fonctionnel – moins de 40 % au moment de la publication de 
son génome, juste au-delà de 50 % huit ans plus tard. Ce gain de 
10 % de connaissances (parfois imprécises) résulte des efforts 
menés par toute la communauté scientifique dans plusieurs 
directions dont : la production de profils transcriptomiques et 
protéomiques au cours du développement du parasite et en réponse 
à des traitements médicamenteux ou stressants ; l’étude protéomique 
de compartiments subcellulaires ; le séquençage d’une diversité 
d’espèces proches du genre Plasmodium et dans le genre 
Plasmodium (permettant des comparaisons au niveau de génome 
entiers) et le séquençage de nombreuses souches de P. falciparum 
(permettant d’accéder au polymorphisme des gènes). En parallèle 
de cette production de données biologiques expérimentales, le 
développement d’outils bioinformatiques originaux adaptés aux 
spécificités de P. falciparum est rapidement apparu comme une 
priorité, face aux limitations rencontrées avec les outils classiques, 
utilisés pourtant avec succès sur d’autres génomes. C’est ce défi 
que le consortium PlasmoExplore, lancé en 2007, s’est proposé 
de relever. Cette revue ne couvre pas tous les efforts réalisés par 
la communauté internationale pour décrypter le génome de 
P.  falciparum, mais se focalise sur les améliorations aux méthodes 
classiques et les développements de méthodes originales nouvelles 
que le consortium PlasmoExplore a mis en œuvre, ainsi que les 
leçons que l’on peut tirer de tels efforts. 

Mots clé : Plasmodium, génome, bioinformatique, annotations, nouvelles 
méthodes de fouille de données.

Summary: 

The fight against Plasmodium falciparum, the species responsible for 
90 % of the lethal forms of human malaria, took a new direction 
with the publication of its genome in 2002. However, the hopes 
that the genome should help bringing to the foreground the 
expected new “vaccines candidates” or “targets of new medicines” 
were disappointed by the low number of genes that could be 
functionally annotated – less than 40 % upon the genome 
publication, just over 50 % eight years later. This 10 % gain of 
knowledge was made possible by the efforts of the entire scientific 
community in many directions which include: the production of 
transcriptomic and proteomic profiles at various stages of the 
parasite development and in response to drug or stress treatments; 
the proteomic study of subcellular compartments; the sequencing of 
numerous Plasmodium related species (allowing whole genome 
comparisons) and the sequencing of numerous P. falciparum strains 
(allowing investigations of gene polymorphism). In parallel with this 
production of experimental biological data, the development of 
original mining tools adapted to the P. falciparum specificities 
quickly appeared as a priority, as the performances of “classical” 
bioinformatic tools, used successfully for other genomes, had limited 
efficacy. This was the aim of the PlasmoExplore project launched in 
2007. This brief review does not cover all efforts made by the 
international community to decipher the P. falciparum genome but 
focuses on improvements and novel mining methods investigated by 
the PlasmoExplore consortium, and some of the lessons we could 
learn from these efforts.

Key words: Plasmodium, genome, bioinformatics, annotations, novel mining 
methods. 
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IntroductIon

Malaria causative agents include Plasmodium 
vivax, P. malariae, P. ovale, P. knowlesi but P. 
falciparum is the species responsible for 90 % 

of the lethal forms (Greenwood, 2008). The massive 
efforts to understand the biology of P. falciparum and 
the etiology, pathology and diagnosis of malaria has 
led to a unique situation: while our knowledge of this 
disease is probably one of the most documented 
amongst infections caused by eukaryotic pathogens, 
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malaria remains one of the most burdensome 
(Greenwood, 2009). According to WHO, malaria is one 
of the most important sources of morbidity and morta-
lity, with 300–500 million clinical cases and 1–2 million 
deaths annually (Greenwood, 2008). In addition, geo-
graphic distribution of endemic regions puts half of the 
world population at risk. The life cycle of Plasmodium 
species alternates between asexual proliferations in 
vertebrate hosts (in liver and red blood cells) and a 
sexual reproduction in an arthropod vector, most 
notably mosquitoes of the Anopheles genus for human 
parasites (Tuteja, 2007). The high rate of resistance 
outbreaks and spreading implies a constant need to 
search for novel prophylaxis and treatments, i.e. for the 
discovery of novel drug targets and antimalarials 
(Greenwood, 2008). Fight against malaria took a new 
direction with the publication of the P. falciparum and 
P. yoelii genomes in 2002 (Gardner et al., 2002; Carlton 
et al., 2002). One of the most expected benefits of 
genome sequencing projects is the capacity to allow 
the prediction of the complete proteome of a given 
organism. However, in the case of P. falciparum, the 
capacity to functionally annotate its proteins was pro-
foundly limited by the important genetic distance of P. 
falciparum with the majority of the other species then 
sequenced (Doolittle, 2002). The extreme wealth of its 
genome in bases A+T (80 %) leads to a significant 
composition bias in the proteins coded by these genes 
(Bastien et al., 2004; Bastien et al., 2005). This and the 
experimental observation that the majority of its pro-
teins are on average 20 % longer than the reference 
bodies (Aravind et al., 2003) further complicated the 
annotation process.
Because a function (often putative, i.e. only based on 
the similarity with a sequence annotated in another 
organism) could only be proposed to less than 40 % of 
the genes, the major source of new target candidates 
for intervention (expected amongst the ~ 60 % genes 
devoid of annotations) remained unexplored. To face 
with this problem, several teams launched important 
post-genomic studies in order to explore the temporal 
and even spatio-temporal expression of the genes of 
this and related organisms. A wealth of genomic and 
post-genomic data has then been produced since the 
initial publications in 2002 (Carlton et al., 2002; Florens 
et al., 2002; Gardner et al., 2002), providing a very 
important framework for data mining (Aurrecoechea et 
al., 2009b; Winzeler, 2008). Currently, the Plasmodium 
genus is considered one of the best documented in 
terms of genomic and post-genomic data among 
eukaryotic pathogens (Birkholtz et al., 2006; Birkholtz 
et al., 2008).

current and perspectIve data

current StatuS of genoMic and PoSt-genoMic 
data for Plasmodium and related SPecieS

As of 2010, six Plasmodium species (P. falci-
parum, P. vivax, P. yoelii, P. berghei, P. chabaudi 
and P. knowlesi) have been sequenced and 

genomic data is also available for P. gallinaceum and 
P. reichenowi, opening an avenue for fruitfull compa-
rative genomic analyses (Carlton et al., 2008; Carlton 
et al., 2002; Dechamps et al., 2010; Gardner et al., 2002; 
Hall et al., 2005; Kooij et al., 2005; Liew et al., 2010; Pain 
et al., 2008). In the case of P. falciparum, sequences of 
several strains along with sequences of massive collec-
tions of field samples available in the near future allow 
researchers to investigate the polymorphism and evo-
lution of the parasite (Achidi et al., 2008; Ahouidi et al., 
2010; Florent et al., 2009; Jeffares et al., 2007; Volkman 
et al., 2007). Transcriptomic data, providing a global 
view of gene expression during the parasite’s develop-
ment (in human, in insects, in vitro) or following drug 
or stress treatments are now widely available for P. 
falciparum and related species (Birkholtz et al., 2008; 
Bozdech et al., 2003a; Clark et al., 2008; Dahl et al., 
2006; Hall et al., 2005; Hu et al., 2010; Le Roch et al., 
2008; Le Roch et al., 2003; Llinas et al., 2006; natalang 
et al., 2008; Shock et al., 2007; Tarun et al., 2008; Win-
zeler, 2008; Young et al., 2005). Proteomic data are also 
available. The first studies, dedicated to monitoring pro-
tein expression profiles in key developmental stages in 
P. falciparum and rodent models of malaria (Florens et 
al., 2004; Florens et al., 2002; Hall et al., 2005; Khan et 
al., 2005; Lasonder et al., 2002; Lasonder et al., 2008; 
Mair et al., 2006; Tarun et al., 2008) were completed by 
various proteomic analyses of diverse sub-cellular com-
partments of the parasite or the infected host cells, such 
as the parasitophorous vacuole (nyalwidhe & Lingel-
bach, 2006), food vacuole (Lamarque et al., 2008), inva-
sive organelles (Lal et al., 2009; Sam-Yellowe et al., 2008; 
Sam-Yellowe et al., 2004) or even rafts (Sanders et al., 
2007). Proteomic data from drug treated parasites also 
start to emerge (Radfar et al., 2008). Finally, interactome 
data have been either produced from experimental 
investigations (LaCount et al., 2005) or predicted from 
theoretical models (Date & Stoeckert, 2006). 
This important source of genomic and post-genomic 
data and information thus provides virtually infinite 
ways for data mining toward the identification of bio-
logically relevant targets. Most data have been collected 
and integrated into the PlasmoDB database (Aurrec-
oechea et al., 2009b; Stoeckert et al., 2006). The web 
interface of PlasmoDB provides several tools to query 
the genomic and post-genomic data by keywords, gene 
IDs, sequence alignments, functional annotations, etc., 
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as well as to formulate complex queries by Boolean 
combinations of simple ones (Aurrecoechea et al., 
2009b). In addition, a similar web portal called 
euPathDB allows the combined access to genomic and 
post-genomic data from major eukaryotic pathogens, 
evolutionarily related (Cryptosporidium, Neospora, 
Toxoplasma) or not (Encephalitozoon, Entamoeba, 
Giardia, Leishmania, Trichomonas and Trypanosoma) 
to Plasmodium (Aurrecoechea et al., 2009a). Hence, 
upon rationally designed queries on specific biological 
or metabolic processes, lists of genes that are important 
for pathology, invasion, replication or any relevant 
question may easily be produced. Lists of genes that 
encode proteins with no homologue in the human 
genome (an important feature to lower toxicity risks) 
and with little allelic variation (to lower risks of resis-
tance spreading) may even be produced. The recent 
identification of the proteins involved in the export 
machinery in P. falciparum beautifully illustrates how 
appropriate data mining, combined with experimental 
validation, allows major breakthrough in the under-
standing of basic mechanisms of the parasite biology 
(de Koning-Ward et al., 2009). nevertheless, such lists 
highly depend on the accuracy of the scientific ques-
tion, the quality of the experimental data and also, the 
quality of the annotations associated with these data 
(Saidani et al., 2009).

Moving the curSor?

Despite the very large amount of genomic and post-
genomic data available for the Plasmodium genus (Aur-
recoechea et al., 2009b) and related pathogens 
(Aurrecoechea et al., 2009a), a major limitation in this 
field still remains the relative paucity of functional anno-
tations attached to the ~ 5,400 P. falciparum genes and 
their orthologs in other Plasmodium species. Since the 
60 % hypothetical genes of the genome publication in 
2002 (Gardner et al., 2002), the cursor separating un-
annotated and annotated genes has shifted slowly. The 
proportion remained very stable for a couple of years 
(Birkholtz et al., 2006), falling to 57 % only in 2008 and 
47 % in 2009 (see PlasmoDB, www.plasmodb.org). 
Importantly, the amount of functional information of 
the annotated genes is often very low, limited to the 
detection of conserved protein domains that provide 
little clues to the possible function. Thus, beside the 
production of new data, a part of the scientific com-
munity has engaged into the search of novel in silico 
methods to improve the annotation status of the P. 
falciparum genome.
Launched in 2007, at a date where 60 % genes still 
remained hypothetical, the Plasmoexplore consortium 
(supported by the French national Agency for Research, 
AnR) has combined the expertise of computer scientists 
in algorithmics and bioinformatics, experts in 

evolutionary sciences and biologists to investigate how 
provisional functional annotation could be proposed, 
and possibly validated, for all these genes. Various stra-
tegies were proposed by this consortium so as to help 
ascribing novel potential functions to previously 
“unknown” proteins, thus providing important insights 
for drug and vaccine target discovery. These methods 
are described and discussed hereafter. We first present 
sequence-based methods, including their limited use in 
the field of malaria and how searching for domain co-
occurrence in plasmodial proteins helped uncovering 
585 new domains and 387 new Gene Ontology annota-
tions in the P. falciparum proteins (Terrapon et al., 
2009). We then present our investigations in the field 
of non-homology methods based on the Guilt By Asso-
ciation principle which, combined with P. falciparum 
post-genomic data and Gene Ontology allowed to com-
pute functional predictions for all P. falciparum proteins 
within PlasmoDraft (Brehelin et al., 2008). Finally, we 
present a method combining homology and non-
homology based approaches to exploit conserved co-
expressed genes between P. falciparum, Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae and Drosophila melanogaster, in order to 
propose annotation transfers for several dozens of genes 
for which homology scores were not sufficient (Bréhélin 
et al., 2010).

exPloring Sequence-BaSed MethodS: 
the neceSSity to adaPt claSSical aPProacheS 
to PeculiaritieS of the P. falciParum genoMe

Annotation of genomes is primarily based on homology-
based transfers. A working hypothesis was that classical 
sequence alignment and domain detection methods 
failed to accurately detect homologies in the Plasmo-
dium genome. This working hypothesis had been pre-
viously investigated by (Bastien et al., 2005), based on 
the observation that the P. falciparum genome was 
compositionally biased (i.e. AT rich) and that this bias 
was a problem for alignments with unbiased reference 
sequences. The bias is however heterogeneous along 
the genome:
- intergenic regions are more AT-rich (> 90 %);
- intraprotein low complexity segments, supposed not 
important for the function, are more AT-rich and more 
biased at amino acid level;
- several proteins are not compositionally biased and 
very well detected by alignment methods.
Although some proteins are believed to be really specific 
to the P. falciparum species, the Plasmodium genus or 
the Apicomplexan phylum, other proteins have likely 
diverged from their ancestor, following the composi-
tional bias constraint in such a manner that they are not 
detected any more by using classical methods. How 
could we correct these classical methods to detect 
similarity? 
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On one hand, sequence similarity may be detected 
based on sequence alignments, using methods like 
BLAST/FASTA (Altschul et al., 1990; Lipman & Pearson, 
1985). On the other hand, models of sequence families, 
based on multiple alignments capturing subtle features 
of the homology thanks to the diversity of its members, 
can also be computed. Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) 
are widely utilized for this purpose and allow modelling 
entire proteins, or specific protein domains (Durbin 
et al., 1998). 
Concerning sequence alignment, the possibility to cor-
rect the substitution matrices used for alignments was 
envisaged, with adjustments leading to non-symmetrical 
matrices (Bastien et al., 2005). The statistics for biased 
vs unbiased alignments have also been examined 
(Bastien & Marechal, 2008). 
A novel track explored by the consortium concerned 
the methods for the detection of protein domains 
( Terrapon et al., 2009). Protein domains are sequential 
and structural motifs that are found independently in 
different proteins and in different combinations and that 
can be viewed as functional sub-units of proteins. The 
objective was to improve the sensitivity of HMM domain 

detection by exploiting the tendency of the domains to 
appear preferentially with a few other favourite domains 
in multi-domain proteins. When sequence similarity 
alone is not sufficient to warrant the presence of a par-
ticular domain in a multi-domain protein, this approach 
can enable its detection on the basis of the co-occurrence 
of another domain in the same protein. Figure 1 presents 
one example of such a new domain discovery in the P. 
falciparum protein PF08_0070. While classical methods 
do detect the RAP domain in this protein and do not 
have enough signal to detect the FAST-1 domain, the 
co-occurrence algorithm validates the presence of this 
FAST-1 domain in PF08_0070 based on its computed 
co-occurrence with the RAP domain in proteins. Perform-
ance of detection of novel domains was effectively 
improved and several hundreds of new domains (585) 
were discovered, allowing proposing new functional 
annotations in the corresponding proteins (Terrapon 
et al., 2009). A database of these newly discovered 
domains was made accessible for P. falciparum, P. vivax 
and P. yoelii, and was next extended to several other 
eukariotic pathogenes (euPathDomains: http:/www.atgc-
montpellier.fr/euPathDomains/) (Ghouila et al., 2010).

Fig. 1. – Illustration of domain detection by using Co-occurrent Domain Discovery (http:/www.atgc-montpellier.fr/euPathDomains/).
This example illustrates the discovery of a new domain in the RAP protein (PF08_0070). The upper panel indicates known domains detected 
in the protein by classical Interpro scan (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/interpro/), and already annotated for the query protein. The lower panel 
indicates the new domains discovered in this protein by using the co-occurrence algorithm. In this example, the RAP domain (PS51286 and 
PF08373 respectively in Prosite/Interpro and Pfam/Interpro databases) is a known domain of PF08_0070 while the FAST-1 domain has not 
been identified as true domain of PF08_0070 by the Interpro scan because the e-value of 0.15 is above the confidence threshold. However, 
the co-occurrence algorithm, by knowing that RAP and FAST-1 domains are often found together in proteins, strongly suggests that, in spite 
of individual e-value of 0.15 above confidence threshold, the FAST-1 domain has a high probability (estimated error < 4.71 %) to be present 
in the PF08_0070 protein. In addition to previously known and new protein domains in query P. falciparum proteins, the co-occurrence 
interface displays the localizations of the different domains and the GO terms associated with the newly discovered domain (GO:0004672, 
GO:0005524 and GO:0006915 in this example). 
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exPloring non-hoMology BaSed MethodS: 
gene annotation tranSferS BaSed on guilt 
By aSSociation PrinciPle and gene ontology

Another possibility to cope with the difficult problem 
of homology detection is to use methods based on 
post-genomic data to obtain functional clues for the 
uncharacterized genes. These are commonly called Guilt 
By Association (GBA) methods. Contrary to sequence 
homology which involves inter-species annotation trans-
fers, i.e. genes characterized in other species are used 
to annotate genes of the newly sequenced genome, 
GBA approaches involve intra-species annotation trans-
fers: the genes already characterized in the genome, 
e.g. by wet experiments or using sequence homology, 
are used for the annotation of the other genes (Guilt 
By Association principle). Gene expression data are 
often used, since genes with similar transcriptomic pro-
files likely share common functional roles (eisen et al., 
1998). This approach was first proposed for P. falci-
parum by (Le Roch et al., 2003), and next carried out 
in an extensive way by the Plasmoexplore consortium, 
with the creation of the PlasmoDraft database (Bréhélin 
et al., 2008).
PlasmoDraft (http://www.atgc-montpellier.fr/Plasmo-
Draft/) is a database of Gene Ontology (GO) annotation 
predictions for the genes of P. falciparum. It involves 
both the ~ 60 % of genes that lack GO annotation, and 
the genes that are already annotated in GeneDB (http://
www.genedb.org, Sanger Institute, GB). Predictions of 
PlasmoDraft are based on transcriptome, proteome and 
interactome data, and are thus complementary to pre-
dictions achieved by sequence homology. In Plasmo-
draft, transcriptomic data cover the life and the 
intraerytrocytic cycles (Bozdech et al., 2003a; Le Roch 
et al., 2008; Llinas et al., 2006), the sexual stage (Young 
et al., 2005) and several drug treated parasites (Dahl et 
al., 2006; Le Roch et al., 2008; Shock et al., 2007). Data 
from one proteome (Florens et al., 2002) and one inter-
actome (LaCount et al., 2005) studies were also taken 
into account.
PlasmoDraft is based on the predictions of a GBA pre-
dictor named Gonna that proposes GO annotations for 
a gene, according to the similarity of its profile (mea-
sured on transcriptome, proteome, or interactome data) 
with those of genes already annotated in GO by GeneDB 
(Bréhélin et al., 2008). Moreover, Gonna provides an 
estimate of the confidence of its prediction. Gonna has 
been applied to most post-genomic data sources pub-
licly available for P. falciparum, and all predictions 
along with their confidences have been compiled into 
PlasmoDraft (see Fig. 2 for an example). Moreover, for 
each prediction, a global degree of belief computed by 
combining the different data sources is also provided 
(column GDB on Fig. 2). The database can be accessed 
in different ways. A global view allows for a quick 

inspection of the GO terms that are predicted with high 
confidence, depending on the various data sources. 
Moreover, a gene view and a GO term view allow for 
the search of potential GO terms attached to a given 
gene, and genes that potentially belong to a given GO 
term (Bréhélin et al., 2008). PlasmoDraft therefore 
presents the predictions achieved by all data sources in 
a friendly way, accompanied with error estimates. For 
example, 2,434 genes without any annotations in the 
Biological Process ontology were associated, through 
PlasmoDraft, with specific GO terms (e.g. Rosetting, 
Antigenic variation), and among these, 841 have confi-
dence values above 50 %. In the Cellular Component 
and Molecular Function ontologies, 1,905 and 
1,540 uncharacterized genes were associated with spe-
cific GO terms, respectively (740 and 329 with  confidence 
value above 50 %). 
This effort of the Plasmoexplore consortium completes 
that of the group of e. Winzeler at the Scripps Research 
Institute, who used a specifically developed method – 
Ontology-based Pattern Identification, OPI – (Zhou 
et al., 2008)) to propose GO functional predictions on 
the basis of  a single new transcriptomic dataset covering 
all life cycle stages of the parasite and combining P. 
yoelii and P. falciparum gene expression data (http://
www.scripps.edu/cb/winzeler/resources.htm). Impor-
tantly, both PlasmoDraft and the OPI predictions are 
now indexed in PlasmoDB (release 6.0).

coMBining hoMology and non-hoMology 
MethodS: gene annotation tranSferS BaSed 
on inter-SPecieS conServed coexPreSSion

Another strategy to address the homology issue entailed 
by the divergence of P. falciparum proteins was to use 
gene expression data to increase the sensitivity of 
homology methods. This way, the gene expression data 
are not used to propose intra-species annotation trans-
fers as in GBA methods, but to assess the inter-species 
transfers when the homology is doubtful. The approach 
starts from a set of likely orthologs between a reference 
species (for example S. cerevisiae) and P. falciparum, 
and two microarray data sets that monitor the level of 
expression of the genes of the two species. The coex-
pression context of a gene in one of the species is 
defined as the set of genes that appear to be coex-
pressed with this gene in the microarray data of the 
species. Then, if two homologs with potentially weak 
sequence similarity have similar coexpression contexts 
– I.e., if their coexpression contexts share a sufficiently 
high number of orthologs – they likely have the same 
function (Fig. 3, Table I).  The approach was used with 
Yeast and Drosophila and enabled us to propose with 
high confidence new/refined annotations for several 
dozens hypothetical/putative P. falciparum genes. 
These annotations were integrated into the PlasmoDB 
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database and allowed, in particular, the most complete 
inventory of ribosomal proteins (GO:003735), an inven-
tory of Plasmodium proteins involved in ribosomal 
biogenesis and assembly (GO:0042254), rRnA metabolic 
pathway (GO:0016072) and tRnA processing 
(GO:0008033) (http://www.lirmm.fr/~brehelin/co-
coexpression/) (Bréhélin et al., 2010).

Future challenges

Lessons from these efforts can be summarized 
briefly: although it is difficult to move the cursor 
between unknown and functionally annotated 

genes in Plasmodium, it is possible, and the contribution 
of novel bioinformatic strategies to this gain of 
knowledge (~ 10 % these last years) has proven 
essential.
The Plasmoexplore consortium, in parallel with other 
groups worldwide, has thus put a substantial effort to 

improve available methods to compare Plasmodium 
genomic and post-genomic data with those of other 
better characterized organisms, and to exploit these 
comparisons to propagate annotations from genes of 
known function to P. falciparum genes of unknown 
functions. In parallel, the consortium had the concern 
to propose the provisional annotations in specific data-
bases, like the PlasmoDraft and euPathDomains, and 
to transfer those that have been curated by biologist 
experts to the PlasmoDB database (see Table II for an 
inventory of relevant web sites for these databases). A 
future challenge will be of course to validate experi-
mentally as many of the predictions as possible. 
The benefits of in silico approaches has however the 
potency to go far beyond functional predictions of hypo-
thetical genes, although this is a critical problem in the 
case of malaria. In silico experiments can also provide 
additional information to help selecting in annotated 
genes, those which could be the most potent target 
candidates for therapeutic interventions. For example, 

Fig. 2. – example of functional predictions achieved by PlasmoDraft.
A view of the predictions achieved for gene PF11_0008 (PfeMP1), in the biological_process ontology, using PlasmoDraft. GO terms are shown 
in a hierarchical way following the ontology structure (left side). each term is followed by a number corresponding to its prior probability, 
which is the proportion of all P. falciparum genes annotated by the term in GeneDB (http://www.geneDB.org/). For example, 2 % of the P. 
falciparum genes are annotated “Adhesion to host”. The first column of the table indicates whether the query gene (PF11_0008) is currently 
annotated (+) or not (no sign) with the corresponding GO term in the GeneDB. The 12 next columns correspond each to a given post-genomic 
data set: e.g. Le03 refers to the data published in (Le Roch et al., 2003), LLDd2, LL3D7, LLHB3 refer to the data published in (Llinas et al., 
2006) (see (Bréhélin et al., 2008) or http://www.atgc-montpellier.fr/PlasmoDraft/ for the definition of the other datasets). GDB corresponds 
to the global degree of belief computed by considering all datasets. Percentages in the table reflect the probability of success of the predic-
tions, estimated by cross-validation for each data source, and a colour code is used to allow quick visualization: green for high probability, 
orange/yellow for medium probability and red for low or very low probability.  Coloured entries therefore support the prediction with various 
probabilities while black cells do not support (« no » entries) the prediction. The « - » entries mean that no data are available in the source for 
this gene. This example illustrates that the gene PF11_008 is predicted by PlasmoDraft to be annotated with all terms between “Multi-organism 
process” and “Biological adhesion” by several series of experimental data (Le03, LLHB3 in parts, DA06, Le07) and with very high 
probability.
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in silico screening (docking) can provide useful infor-
mation for identifying drug candidates (de Beer et al., 
2009) The Discovery database (http://malport.bi.up.
ac.za:8150/) was developed to help mining the malaria 
genome using drug candidate structures (Joubert et al., 
2009). Another important information lies in the predic-
tion of subcellular localization of proteins, since this 
provides important clues regarding pathogenesis in 
Plasmodium. The GBA principle can also be used for 
this purpose, because expression profiles of genes that 
are specific to a given organelle also display similar 
expression patterns. The PlasmoDraft predictions rela-
tive to the Cellular Component part of the Gene Ontology 
constitutes a first step in this direction. 
The GBA principle has been widely applied to P. falci-
parum (by the Plasmoexplore consortium and others) 

and provided functional clues for many uncharacterized 
genes. However, it is worth noting that, depending on 
the type of function (or protein localisation), the accu-
racy of the approach can be low. Llinás and del Portillo 
warned against using only GBA methods, showing that 
many genes that were involved in absolutely unrelated 
functions, showed close expression profiles during the 
asexual development of P. falciparum (Llinas & del 
Portillo, 2005). Hence, a fundamental understanding of 
how parasite genes are regulated is critical to go one 
step forward, and to develop novel therapeutic strate-
gies against this organism. Apart from a few specific 
genes, we remain largely ignorant of the mechanisms 
underlying gene expression control, and, more specifi-
cally, on the relative role of transcriptional and post-
transcriptional regulation in the parasite. new insights 

Fig. 3. - Rationale for annotation transfer using conserved co-expression between unrelated species. 
In this example, a cluster of seven P. falciparum genes (black lines) with known orthologs in S. cerevisiae are co-expressed both in the 
intraerythrocytic cycle of P.falciparum ((Bozdech et al., 2003b): A) and in the yeast cell cycle ((Spellman et al., 1998): B). Two genes with 
uncertain homology also show similar expression profiles (red curves). These two genes are PF07_0012 and YAR003W. According to BLAST, 
PF07_0012 has two potential homologs in yeast: YAR003W (e-value 8. 10-6) and YOR195W (e-value 4.10-4). YAR003W is a subunit of the 
COMPASS (Set1C) complex, which methylates histone H3 on lysine 4 and is required in transcriptional silencing near telomeres, while 
YOR195W is a Kinetochore-associated protein required for normal segregation of chromosomes in meiosis and mitosis. Hence, the apparent 
conservation of coexpression between PF07_0012 and YAR003W, allows us to transfer the annotation of YAR003W to PF07_0012. See Table 
I for PlasmoDB and SGD (Saccharomyces Genome database) current annotations for these 16 genes.
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into the complex processes that regulate parasite pro-
liferation, development and differentiation in its dif-
ferent host tissues are on the malaria research agenda. 
elucidating the genes involved in key functions such 
as transmission success, immune evasion, drug resist-
ance, as well as the global understanding of how gene 
expression is altered during the host-parasite interaction, 
are expected to provide promising new drug targets. In 
addition, this would shed light on the mode of action 
of known drugs, and help understanding the P. falci-
parum resistance mechanisms.  In silico analysis of gene 
expression mechanisms represents therefore one of the 
next important challenges in malaria bioinformatics.
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PlasmoDB code
Current PlasmoDB 

annotation
SGD code Current SGD annotation

MAL13P1.326 Ferrochelatase, putative YOR176W Ferrochelatase, a mitochondrial inner membrane protein, catalyzes the 
insertion of ferrous iron into protoporphyrin IX, the eighth and final 
step in the heme biosynthetic pathway

PF11_0488 Ser/Thr protein kinase YPL153C Protein kinase, required for cell-cycle arrest in response to DnA 
damage; activated by trans autophosphorylation when interacting with 
hyperphosphorylated Rad9p; also interacts with ARS1 and plays a role 
in initiation of DnA replication

PF13_0328 Proliferating cell nuclear 
antigen

YBR088C Proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCnA), functions as the sliding 
clamp for DnA polymerase delta; may function as a docking site for 
other proteins required for mitotic and meiotic chromosomal DnA 
replication and for DnA repair

PF14_0254 DnA missmatch repair 
protein MSH2p, putative

YOL090W MutS Homolog, Protein that forms heterodimers with Msh3p and 
Msh6p that bind to DnA mismatches to initiate the mismatch repair 
process; contains a Walker ATP-binding motif required for repair 
activity; Msh2p-Msh6p binds to and hydrolyzes ATP

PF0270c DnA repair protein, putative YDR097C MutS Homolog, Protein required for mismatch repair in mitosis and 
meiosis, forms a complex with Msh2p to repair both single-base & 
insertion-deletion mispairs; potentially phosphorylated by Cdc28p

PFI0235w Replication factor A-related 
protein, putative

YAR007C Replication factor A, Subunit of heterotrimeric Replication Protein A 
(RPA), which is a highly conserved single-stranded DnA binding 
protein involved in DnA replication, repair, and recombination

PFI0530c DnA primase large subunit, 
putative

YKL045W DnA primase, Subunit of DnA primase, which is required for DnA 
synthesis and double-strand break repair

PF07_0012 Conserved unknown 
function

YAR003W Set1c, WD40 repeat protein, Subunit of the COMPASS (Set1C) 
complex, which methylates histone H3 on lysine 4 and is required in 
transcriptional silencing near telomeres; WD40 beta propeller 
superfamily member with similarity to mammalian Rbbp7

Table I. – PlasmoDB and SGD codes and annotations for 16 genes presented on Fig. 3.
SGD stands for Saccharomyces Genomic Database (http://www.yeastgenome.org/)

General repositories of genomic and post-genomic data 
for malaria

eupathDB http://eupathdb.org/eupathdb/

PlasmoDB http://plasmodb.org/plasmo/

GeneDB http://www.genedb.org/

Specific websites for novel predictions

Plasmoexplore http://www.lirmm.fr/~brehelin/Plasmoexplore/

euPathDomains http:/www.atgc-montpellier.fr/euPathDomains/

PlasmoDraft http://www.atgc-montpellier.fr/PlasmoDraft/

Coexpression http://www.lirmm.fr/~brehelin/co-coexpression/

OPI DB http://chemlims.com/OPI21/MServlet.ChemInfo

Specific database combining malaria protein and putative 
antimalarial drug queries

Discovery DB http://malport.bi.up.ac.za:8150/

Table II. – List of web sites mentioned in this article (See text for 
details).
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